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WHAT ABOUT PROPAGANDA?
Washington U.
Man Presents
Discussion
By RAYMOND HOWES
(Continued from last week)
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It is natural that the negative phase, suppression of contrary opinion, should play a
large part in such a progr im
at first, because the govern
ment finds its difficult to driveall existing inhibitory ideas out
of the heads of mature citizens.
But both Hitler and Stalin are
confident that the next generation, if brought up in an environment where
no
word
against their general theses
has ever been heard or seen in
print, will be psychologically
incapable of forming inhibitory
ideas and will therefore support
the central authority on every
issue without question.
One can understand, therefore, why the libraries of the
University of Berlin had to be
purged of literature that might
contain anti-Nazi doctrines,
why professors who stubbornly went on searching for truth
in Moscow had to be liquidated,
why foreign journalists who persisted in exercising freedom of
spiech had to he thrown out of
Itily, and why library men in
any of these countries have had
an exceedingly difficult time.
More than half of Max Eastman's recent book, "Artists in
Uniform," is filled with the
stories of contemporary Russian poets, novelists, and critics
who have ceased to write, gone
exile, or committed suicide.
Perhaps the most significant
thesis in Eastman's book, however, is that such regimentation
of artists was never a part of
Marxist philosophy, was derided by Trotsky, and was given
no suppoit by Lenin. It has
evolved as a necessary phase of
practical collectivist - government. The early theorists believed that a successful revolution
by the proletariat would give
leisure and freedom to the
masses for greater and more individual creative expression.
But the politicians found that
in order to keep themselves in
power they must use every
type of propaganda, including
art. This is the complete answer to Sherwood Eddy's fatuous belief that as the Russian
government grows more powerful it will relax restrictions
against freedom of expression.
The actual history of that
government has shown precisely the opposite trend.
As Eastman says, "The decree that proletarian art ia
communist propaganda, an affront to any thoughtful man's
common sense, is merely the
political whiplash with which
the poetic heretics and dissenters to Stalin's boss-ship have
been driven into a corral or
driven out of public life. We
need not be surprised to find a
similar weapon in the hands of
Hitler's minister and Mussolini. Surprising if we never
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MUSICIANS PLAY
The various instruments of
the symphony orchestra have
been play- vl before the Music
Appreciat.on Class to make instrumental music better under■ \vi* ind enjoyed. The instruU'Crtb <u v«- h»er i" -u1 in choirs
or fa.nilics, each J.oh appear
ii.g on a different day.
Tin truss ins* n.n.cuts were
dittitid by Philip Zaugg and
'•<>r. i:ted of trumpet, trombone,
Froneh horn and baritone played ly Howard Hargcr, Clyde
McKenzio, Philip Zaugg, and
Dw j,H Nofziger mpectively.
The rtring instruments were
diw-lCC by Mr. McEwen and
coiuiftod of two violins, viola
and fftllo played by
Sidney
Baron (B. G. S. U. '34), Victor
lams, M. C. McEwen, and Glenn
Craw.
The woodwind instruments,
the leant familiar group, were
directed by Mr. Church and
consisted of flue, oboe, clarinet,
French horn (used in both
bl'aea nod woodwind choirs),
and bassoon played by Seth
Phillips, Cal Kellogg, C. P.
Church, Jr., Philip Zaugg, and
M.-x Brillhart respectively.
find it nearer home."
As a rather indirect commence y on that finai statement,
it is interesting to note what
critics in this country have been
doing recently to the conception of literature. Not only the
revoluntary critics, like Granville Hicks, but the liberal critics before them, like Vernon
Parrington, have attempted to
bring literature down from the
position of art, bearing the
stamp of permanence, to the
status of a mere medium of
communication. While Pereversev, one of the pre-Stalin Marxists, was writing, "I do not
intend to seek in Dostoyevsky's
works a world philosophy, or
political or religious views, because to seek that in an artist
is like asking shoes from a
baker," Parrington
in this
country was abandoning what
he called the "belletristic interpretation." Professor E. H. Eby,
in the preface to the posthumous third volume of "Main Currents in American Thought,"
says, "When Parrington envisaged American literature as
American thought, the trammel
of the belletristic was broken,
and he was free to re-evaluate
American writers, to follow the
trail of their work wherever it
led." As a result, Charles A.
Dana, Edwin Lawrence Godkin, Wendell
Phillips, and
George William Curtis, journalists and orators, take their
places in his story beside Mark
Twain, Henry James, and Walt
Whitman. The ephemeral and
the permanent, separated so
painstakingly by earlier critics,
merge again; and form loses
importance as content is exalted.
It is only a step from that
position to the one taken now
by Granville Hicks. To him the
world attitude of an author is
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ENROLLMENT
ANNOUNCED

PARUAMENTEERS
BOIL!!
*
FULDHEIM HERE

The distribution by counties of
the 740 students now enrolled in
the Bowling Green State University is very similar to that of
former years.
Wood county
leads with 141 students, the adjoining seven counties send 271,
and 317 are scattered among 42
other counties of the state.
Eleven are enrolled from other
states. Of the total enrollment
this summer, 210 arc men and
530 are women.
This is an increase of 125
students over the term a year
ago. In the 1935 summer session, 165 men and 494 women
were in attendance.
The increase this summer is due in
pert no doubt to the 54 students
taking graduate courses.
Of
this graduate group, there are
39 men and 15 women. A clear
idea of the county distribution
may be obtained in the following
tabulation:
Wood
Lucus
Henry
Seneca
Williams
Han«- ck
Defiance
Putnam
Fulton
Allen
Paulding
Sandusky
Ottawa
Logan
I .ni am

141
61
60
43
33
32
27
27
26
24
24
?4
23
18
18

Mercer
Erie
Auglaize
Crawford
Hardin
Van Wert
Wyandot
Huron
Marion
Cuyahoga
Darkc
Ashtabula
Licking
Mahoning
Union
Champaign
Miami
Morrow
Stark
Ashland
Belmont
Butler
Clark
Columbiana
Delaware
Fairfield
Franklin
Greene
Muskingum
Montgomery
Richland
Shelby
Summit
Tuscarawas
Wayne

16
13
12
12
12
12
11
9
6
5
4
._ 3
3
_ 3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
_ 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Out of State

Michigan
Pennsylvania
Florida
Indiana
New York
Texas
(Continued on page 2, col. 2) W. Virginia

No. 3»

4
2
1
1
1
1
1

An analysis of the address
of Mrs. Dorothy Fuldheim, a
noted lecturer of Cleveland, at
the weekly chapel session of
July 1 showed that the most
recent development in
the
European situation has been
Italy's aggression in Ethiopia
following Great Britain's offer
of part of her African territoiy to stave off unwarranted
intervention.
Reviewing the Russian situation, the speaker sketched the
r« ign of Ivan the Terrible and
Rasputin. This discoverer of
Siberia who choked his son and
three of his seven wives, declared- "There arc only two
people of importance in Russia,
I and the one I'm speaking with,
and his importance ceases when
I OCIM speaking with him."
The Russian peoples have discovt red that their country is not
congenitally constituted for the
conception of freedom and equality which Lenin gave to the
»vrrld. And now we ascertain
thai there is no direct report
as to the number of parties
aloot within the Soviet regime.
Questioning the superintender.t of a shoe factory where the
m.'y things funnier than the
Kussians themselves are the
Americans who visit them, Mrs.
Fuldheim
learned that the
avi rage worker earns about
110 rubles a month, while the
superintendent himself receives
200G. Very little is done with
the earnings for there arc no
am os, no houses, no luxuries,
not even the simplest of sundries, glue.
The idea of inviolate group
conformity which is the basis
Tor so much of the Russian
plan was illustrated by the
smooth-shaven heads of the
elementary school children. The
governess excused this on the
grounds of the excessive heat.
The speaker's final comment was
"Higher thinking and the utmost originality can only come
out of solitude—Russia wili
pay a high price for its attitude."
Some of the literature found
in the Russian primer was cited as follows:
1. "Children in the United
States do not get hot lunches.
Children in England do not get
hot lunches. Children in France
do not get hot lunches. Only
children in Russia get hot
lunches everyday."
2. "We will work hard in
every land to set the worker
free."
3. "In the schools of the
United States, only rich white
children go to school."
Concluding this phase of the
merry-go-round, Mrs. Fuldheim remarked that only in a
democracy can a man speak
what he believes.
Leaving Russia with the
problem of withstanding Japanese encroachment, she turned to Italy where she said food
is tremendously high, and the
standard of living is much lower than two decades ago when

Emerson Group
Fights Plan
To Finish
Townsend Plan To Be
Discussed Tonight
In the midst of a setting fit
for Representative Zioncheck
many "Parliamenteers" met for
a general meeting in parliamentary practice. The weather outside was sweltering—much of
it came inside. If Representative
Gassaway had been there he
could have fried eggs on the
bread instead of the Capitol
steps. There were many fans
in evidence but not of the commercial variety (one good use
for notebooks, eh!) The resolutions: Resolved: that concessions be erected in the circle in
front of the Administration
building by male students work.ing their way through college,
was proposed by Mr. Garstcr.
From then on the meeting took
many twists and turns. The
discussions became as heated
as the weather. Mr. Prrry, Mr.
Hawver, Miss Odet and others
gave the pro and con arguments
in a convincing manner. The
meeting reached its high point
when the members found they
had their procedure mixed up.
The effect of the weather was
clearly seen here for the
speeches fairly dripped with
inane reasoning. But the group
had an enjoyable time and left
resolving to return again.
On July 15, 1936, the Emerson Parliament is going to try
(I said try) to recommend the
adoption of the Townsend Plan.
It promises to be very interesting.
the man of unrivaled power
came into his own. It may be
true. That "the kiss of victory
has touched our flag," that
"force and might are right", who
can say?
Skimming
briefly through
the dictums of exaction by the
indisputable Hitler to the acquiescent Germans, the speaker -talc! the late Oswald
Spcngler's theory: 'God is on
the side of the mighty battalions.
He who holds the victorious
sword is the arbiter of the
world." Another main tenet of
of his was that only the fourteenth, fifteenth, or sixteenth
child would "amount to anything" . . . The first-born children would be morons.
The lecture ended after a
brilliant diagram of Hitler's conception of war as the great
virtue carried out by the State
as supported by the private
citizens, with a ringing plea for
the salvaging of the Supreme
Court as a "succour and a
promise to the beaten hopes of
men," to use Thomas Jefferson's words.
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ion is reachin," its end. If we
ANNOUNCEMENTS
are to have rapidly moving cen"The Vista", the school paper tralized authority, we must
of the Cent.-al State Teachers have a propaganda machine to July 16—3:00, Softball, two
games
College, Edmond, Okla., lists in support it.
The future of literature in
the last December issue, three
July 21—3:00, Softball, two
international characters appear- America is merely a part of
games
this
larger
problem,
which
ining on their campus during the
months of December and Jan- cludes the future of the press, July 22—Assembly, Mrs. Adeluary just past. Edwin Mark- the schools, the theatre, and the
sperger of plastic arts studios
ham filled a return engage- radio, and particularly affects
ment on Dec. 3, Kagawa, the the functions of teachers. The July 23—Coffer-Miller players,
3:00, "The Rivals"; 8:15,
Japanese Christian, gave a lec- forces working toward collect"The Merchant Gentleman."
ivism,
centralization
of
power,
ture on Dec. 26, and another on
Dec. 29, and Amelia Earhart and consequently suppression of July 24—All-University Picnic
thrilled the students on Jan. 29. contrary opinion and resort to
Perhaps 95 per cent of us in indoctrination, are enormous.
this university never heard of And some of them are approachthe college at Edmond, Okla., ing the same point from such
Imagine
but no doubt they are far bet- diverse directions that their
ter known to world characters common objective is not imyourself in
than we are. Have you wonder- mediately obvious. "The conservatives,"
says
Professor
H.
ed why Bowling Green does not
a snow
entertain more of such interest- A. Wichelns of Cornell, "see
ing individuals. In the last five Red and impose oaths of allegyears we have had Ruth Bryan iance; the radicals hold that
bank
Owen, Lowell Thomas, and education should prepare the
Smedley Butler. Since there has next generation to remake the
been so much written, recently, world. Between these forces the
about our lack of culture, in- teacher must steer his course."
itiative and standing, may it That is like telling the driver
not be that in part it is because of an automobile to steer bewe are being fed locally on pic- tween two sides of a single
ture shows, college dances and lamp past. The teacher must
entertainments which are good take his stand either for or
in themselves, but have a limit- against the whole propaganda
ed vision for us. Oklahoma plans technique. If he believes that
to get the "big shots" and feels, the Jeffersonian formula of
they are worth the price. Cer- independent inquiry and free
tainly we could stand one a year! discussion can continue to solve
if Edmond, Okla., believes in the political problems of this
more than one a month.—W. C. i country, he should fight just
as valiantly against those hisJ.
torians and sociologists who
preach indoctrination of school
PROPAGANDA
children with a set of unrealistic
(Continued from page 1, col. 2) social attitudes, as he does
of primary significance, and against the legislatures that atthe greatest writers arc those tempt to regiment the opinions
whose world-attitudes are com- of teachers by imposing fines
patible with the aims and and imprisonment for discusstasks of the proletariat. In the ing anything contrary to the
light of Parrington's method Constitution.
If, on the other hand, he beof approach, Hicks can say with
lieves
the technique of free dissome show of logic that when
he judges literature by its ef- cussion outworn, he must emfect in preparing the proletar- brace both suppression and iniat for its struggle, he "is ap- doctrination as inevitable complying a criterion that does not panion phases of the coming
propaganda.
differ in kind from the criteria dictatorship by
of other critics." One more step Then he must throw overboard
makes him a recruiting sergeant forever such concepts as "The
for artists in uniform, shout- purpose of education is to dising to the present-day Ameri- cover and impart the truth,"
can writer, "The author who and "The aim of oral and writchooses capitalism is betting on ten composition is to develop
the losing side, and either he clear thinking." His job will be
conceals the real reasons for merely to present to his stuhis choice or else his real rea- dents a certain set of ideas and
sons are bad ones." Hicks may attitudes prescribed by the
dislike the word "propaganda", government. Independent thinkbut he is not above setting the ers have, from time immemorstage for the entrance of Am- ial, had the habit of disagreeerican literature into a pro- ing, and disagreement is a monkeywrench in a smoothly runpaganda machine.
There is a rather general be- ning, rapidly functioning, cenlief among socially-minded edu- tralized political machine.
The vital issue before Amercators that American society
in the future will be strongly ican teachers in the immediate
collectivism rapidly moving, and future is Jeffersonian democentrally controlled, but groo- cracy versus further centralved in the democratic tradition. ization of political power. The
Our own history and the recent issue is not new, but never,
history of Russia, Germany, and since the 1790's, has it been so
Italy strikingly show that such important in the United States.
a society cannot be grooved in No one can speak with assur- that a propaganda machine shall
the democratic tradition. The ance on the outcome, but I hope nwallow the teacher, the orator,
democratic process, based on that democracy wins. I want to the journalist, and the writer
the theory of free discussion of feel that in the future, as in of literature.
issues by the people and the the past, American teachers
transmission of considered op- will be doing their patriotic duty
inions through elected repre- when they attempt to train
STUDENT
independent
sentatives, is by its very na- clear - sighted,
PECIAL
ture slow; and the American thinkers. I do not want to begovernment in the past has lieve that it is essential for
30 and 35c Lunches
been able to act rapidly only in the preservation of this nation
emergencies when the democraserved from 11:30 - 1:30
tic tradition was disregarded.
If the time is approaching when
SHELL SERVICE
rapid decisions by the governSTATION
ment on measures of great
229 S. Main
social importance become the
Taxi Service
Phone 580
Cor. Court and Prospect
rule rather than the exception,
Don Poland
the usefulness of free discuss-
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Trifles . .
Are the things termed by the majority of persons as "trifles" actually trifles after all? Is it not possible that many matters brushed aside by us mortals as mere details involve more
importance than we realize? The significance lies not in the
meaning of the word "trifles" itself but in the individual's conception of its scope.
For this reason we may have a positive and negative grouping. On the extreme positive we have the "worry-wort" type
who give too much attention to trivialities and thus burden
themselves unnecessarily. Then there is the positive side on
which we have those who give proper and intelligent attention
to details. However, my observation has revealed that the greatest number of people are decidedly on the negative. They consider far too many important matters as "trifles".
Perhaps the busy world we live in is responsible to a great
extent for this apparent negligence. We may neglect to perform
some little courtesy which seems a trifle to us, but will bring to
some one else a heap of cheer. I know of no better expression
of this thought than that portrayed in Myrtle Blessing's little
poem "Lost Neighbor":
All week I meant to run across and sec
Her for a moment's chat
But there was this or that—
The breakfast club, the missionary tea,
The costume for the play—
So busy every day.
She died this morning, just a block from me;
I really loved her so—
And now she'll never know.
When an old Confederate soldier was recently asked to tell
of his experience in the war he gave the following:
"Well", he said, "I remember one thing better than anything
else. On one hot June day, we were going through a little town
named Green Castle where we weren't any too welcome. I was
out of line, tired and dry, when near the far edge of town a little
girl came running out of her yard and gave me a cup of cool
water."
The thunder of battle, Pickett's charge, the bloody onslaught,
—all had faded from his memory, but he remembered that cup
of water. What blessings "trifles" can be even in everyday
life!
What bearing, if any, do so-called "trifles" have on the
teaching profession? When four or five-year-old Johnnie or
Mary ask, "Who, what, where, why?" instead of being given
intelligent answers by their parents or teachers, they are frequently dismissed with, 'I haven't time now," or "Do not ask so many
questions." "Trifles?" Perhaps, but will these children continue to ask these constructive questions in the face of such suppression? This treatment will thwart in the bud the very qualities we later hope to develop in the child.
Even to such a powerful personality as Benito Mussolini,
things which others would perhaps consider unimportant, are
vital. When his forces were encamped outside the capital city
of Addis Ababa prior to the final victory during the later war,
Mussolini ordered the forces to delay the triumphal entry into
the city until he had replaced the Negro and mixed foreign forces,
which were then in advance, by his own native "Sons of Italy".
A "trifle?" Can you not see how much more effective this arrangement was than that of rushing pell mell into the city without regard to formation? If the famous men and women of today consider little things as important and worthy of attention
does this not prove their value?
Numerous illustrations might be given to prove that it is
the "little" things that determine the success or failures in life.
Let more of us join the positive group and give intelligent consideration to the little things because
"Only a mere trifle it appears to me
May, in reality a fortune be."
—Mary Stuckey

Woman's
Club
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- SOCIAL EVENTS -

(

A Groom!
Dear "An Indignant Man":

I,
|

I.

Your notice in the Bee Gee
News of July 8, entitled "Wanted—A Groom", has been given
due consideration and more
than fourteen promising young
men are ready to meet the
challenge that you, the young
lady, and the social committee
has offered. The thing lacking
is the other thirteen young
ladies, as monogamy is the only
type of marriage permitted in
this country.
We have been waiting for just
such a chance, as is being offered by this paper, to make the
right acquaintances with the
desirable type of young lady and
we are certainly grateful to the
Bee Gee News, its staff, and
the social committee for their
hearty cooperation.
Every evening during the
next fourteen evenings beginning with Thursday evening,
July 16, with the exception of
Saturday and Sunday, a different young man will be seated on one of the park benches
between the dormitories at exactly 9 P. M. and any young
lady with the intention of matrimony in mind will be welcome
to meet her prospective husband
there at that time.
"Cupid's Target"
P. S. For further developments watch this paper and the
bulletin board.

EXCHANGE
Freedom of Speech
"I wholly disapprove of whut
you say but will defend to the
death your right to say it."—
Voltaire
"In proportion as the structure of a government gives force
to public opinion, it is essential
that public opinion be enlightened."—George Washington.
s.

Coal reserves of the United
States, estimates W. A. Selvig
of the Bureau of Mines, will
last several thousand years but
the oil reserves will last only
15 years at present rate of consumption.
One out of every three farmers in the United States is engaged in growing cotton. It is
the largest cash crop, bringing
to the farmers twice as many
dollars as wheat, the next largest cash crop.
More than 36,000 miles of
farm terracing, or enough to
make 14 terraces from New
York City to Los Angeles, are
scheduled for construction by
the Soil Conservation Service
during the next three years under agreements with farmers.
Meet your friends at our
fountain
Next door to Cla-Zel

ROGERS BROS.

NOSEY NEWS

Skol Scrolls

SHATZEL

The students at B. G. U. are
beginning to realize that dan-ng and long evening drives
which make for late hours, do
not mix with seven o'clock classer under wide awake professors.
The past warm week-end has
been quite weary for the most
of us. Most everyone was seen,
Monday, going around with that
morning after-the-night before
expression.
We note that Tom Thatcher
has his utility shirt with
black trimmings—Out for the
Summer.
Bernice Kiesling wishes to
advertise that she can cook,
wash dishes, sew and she loves
children. Here's your chance,
fellows.
Joyce Herbert has just discovered that night air is quite
stimulating. She received her
first rowing lesson from Floyd
Porter last Friday night. Or
was there one a couple of weeks
ago with another teacher?
Dale Kaiser has been here
three summers and one winter
and never remained in B. G. over
the week-end. What do I hear?
Wedding bells?
Miss Dorothy Smith reports
that Archie King is doing quite
nicely on a farm near Van Wcit.
It is hereby recommended by
the committee of general appearances that Donald Kazmeier
wash the yellow mud from his
Ford.
Frank Huber and
Verlin
Johnson are pearl diving at Ireland's restaurant. Mr. Ireland
reports that they both have possibilities of being a success.
Red Peck's interest in Green
Cars has developed to a point
where he must pay some attention to the drivers. There are
two drivers of green cars in
summer school.
B. Bearss was refunded fifteen cents on a book he purchased at the Y book store for half
price.
Charles Mann
is visiting
classes again this week. Why do
we ever have seven o'clock?
Alvin Meyers has been watching
a
particular
cabbage
patch with an evil eye this summer.
The dry weather has
slowed head expansion considerable compared to last year
at this time. Some people steal
watermellons but cabbages are
something different.
Lawrence V. Williamson went
to his seven o'clock half awake
last Saturday morning. He had
his kerchief on his foot and his
sock in his pocket. Nothing like
a little variation. The only excuse he could think of was that
he had a date the night before.
Well, isn't that enough?
Since B. G. U. sponsors few
dances during the summer,
dancing pavilions at near bytowns have taken on the air of
a campus frolic.

Let's have a look at the Skol
house this week—silence, shades
pulled down, electric fans buzzing, three girls asleep and two
drinking ice water. There are a
couple valiant souls who have
wandered over to the court
house—which, we have decided,
is B. G.'s coolest—to work out
problems for the satisfaction of
our less kind-hearted profs. We
hope that the professors who
have shown so much humanness
in cutting down on assignments and who have done all
they can to help us get through
this scorching heat know how
much we appreciate them.
Well, the term is half over
and the Delhis are getting accustomed to us now. In fact,
they have even admitted that
its rather nice having us across
the street, at least they know
we're there.

There once was a prankful
young meddler,
Of choice news she was a
peddler
Her bits of rare gossip and jist
She published each week with
a zest.
Of snores, horseback riders and
such,
Of fire hose and philosophers
she knows much
But I know why she's early
in rising.
And it is a bit surprising
She has so hearty a snore
It always wakes her each
morning at four. Ha!

LANDIS
Automotive Repair
Shop

MISSION
ORANGE
DRINK

Opposite post office

CHATTER
Helen Asmus says that, driving this hot weather, she would
like to have a nice cool cave to
carry around with her so that
she might crawl into it when
the heat becomes too unbearable. Where does that girl get
such ideas? Perhaps the heat
has already been too much for
her.
A bouquet to Dr. Nordmann
for his appreciation of the fact
that it is impossible to study in
this hot weather.
Another bouquet to Dr. Allen
for taking his 8:00 literature
from the hot third floor of the
library out onto the lawn at
the west end of the library.
Several members of the class
expressed themselves as having
learned more out there than they
did in any indoor class. Did you
ever study literature out-ofdoors? It's a perfect combination
—literature and nature. Some
other professors might take a
helpful hint from this.
Warning to those who walk in
their sleep! Don't, for goodness
sake, attempt to navigate about
the Shatzel annex or balcony.
This hot weather has caused
most of the girls to move to one
of these places—bag and baggage—every night.
Guess what—Mabel Grauer
sleeps with one ankle sock on—
the right one off. We hear that
it's all due to an old superstitution handed down by her greatgrandmother. It's a cute sock,
too, with stripes running round
and round.
Wonder what the reason is for
Lillian Armintrout spending
most of her time in the telephone booth. We'll give you- six
guesses. Move out, Lillian, and
let someone in who knows how
to talk.
"Skip It"

Deliciously refreshing
Made fresh daily
FLEET WING
Motor Oil
Gatoline

The PEARL OIL Co.
Phone 450

MODEL
DAIRY
PHONE 152

I
love
zero
weather
Shatzel girls have been turning out en masse for Folk Dancing classes every Tuesday
night. We're having lots of fun
and our thanks go to Miss Purdy for her help. Just one suggestion, though—can't we have
a few round dances mixed in
with the other? It would add a
lot to the pleasure of the evening, particularly since it appears that we are to have no
more regular dances this summer. Let's see what can be done
about it.
Hats off this week to one of
our fellow-students, Clarabe^
Lee. Clarabel is always pleasant, never says anything unkind, and goes out of her way
to do nice things for people. If
there were more persons like
her, this would be a better
world in which to live.
Did you know that our own
Murray Dickey and Eugene
Mann are making salads up at
Cedar Point? Stop in at the
Cafeteria when you arc up that
way, they'll be glad to see you.
No handouts—I've been there!
Betty Cook rooms alone.
Miss Spears had her picture
taken while riding a pony.
Carson Marshall still thinks
Bluffton girls are the best looking.
Mary Gill saved one fire
cracker to shoot after the
fourth.

THE BON TON
HAT SHOP
144 S. Main, 2nd floor
Gage HaU . ■ Gotham
Gold Stripe Hosiery

Fresh Fruits
and
Vegetables
Picnic Supplies
Try our fresh coffee .. roasted in our
own store.

City Market
PHONE 341

Phratra Phases
In spite of the enervating
weather Phratra members and
alumnae are looking forward
with much enthusiasm to their
annual picnic which is to be
held Sunday, July 19, at Vermillion on the Lake.
Laura
Gruey, of Lorain, has charge
of the arrangements. Remember, Phratras, next Sunday is
the big day and we're expecting every one of you to be there
—if transportation bothers you,
see Laura Gruey and she will
find a car for you—be there!

Five Sister Flashes
In spite of the heat all FiveR
and alumnae in the vicinity
seem to be unanimously in favor of doing things together. By
the time you read this we shall
be recovering ourselves from a
picnic at the park. Maybe that
doesn't sound so original but
we find it as entertaining as
can be.
The quarry seems to be the
favorite haunt not only of
Fives but the swimming population of the campus these
days. The water feels powerful nice and has the unique
quality of meeting the demands
of those who want a luke warm
swim or an icy cold one equally
well.
There are some interesting
things being planned—a theatre
party was rumored—so all of
you, especially the alumnae,
look up an active and find
what's on for next Tuesday.

LOOK!!
16 page Blue Book*

3 for 5c
32 page Blue Book*

2 for 5c
HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL UNIVERSITY
SUPPLIES

Butler's Drug
Store
Our Annual
Summer Shoe
Sale
Is
Now
In
Progress

Uhlman's

BEK
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Bayliss Defeats Hawkins
To Gain League Lead

FOLK DANCING
ATTRACT MANY

r<vo Conferences To
Be Held Here

In a decided reversal of form the. Hawkins team suffered
a 13-2 set-back by the Bayliss aggregation last Thursday beneath a blistering sun. Largely due to their weak pitching in
this game the Hawkins team was knocked out of the tie for first
place by this team that still holds its perfect record of three
games won, having defeated Van Atta Tuesday 13-3.
In the other games played last week Schaller's boys won
from Van Atta 7-4, but lost to the Hawkins group 13-8. To date
each team has faced every other one and from now on can
capitalize on knocking at their opponent's weak points.
The broad claim was made last Tuesday that the All-Star
baseball game in Boston was purposely scheduled early so that
our softballers could listen to it in its entirety, but you can take
it for what it is worth. This coming week will witness four more
hotly contested games (in more than one way).
Some of you would-be spectators should be interested in
knowing that an excellent place to view these games is afforded
by the shady trees bordering the cemetery. You will find the
brick wall a delightful place fr m which to cheer to your favorite, or favorites.
Pet.
L
W
1.000
0
3
Bayliss ...
.667
1
2
Hawkins .
.333
2
Schaller
1
.000
3
0
Van Atta

Found! Sixty so-called summer students, among them being honored sirs of the library
and mighty despots of the class
room, who frivolously spent an
evening in folk-dancing . . and
according t > popular rumor had
a grand time. The weary S. C.
mopped its brov and sighed,
"Who'd have .'ucss<'d it?"
Under the capable direction of
Miss Purdy, physical education
di;"c or for the summer, the
crowi1 wn* thr-ugh their paces
admirah;/ well . . we wonder
how th- y lei next day.
Thi; w' ' oc a veekly event
of ev y . icsda- night in the
Admi. •'! .ion »uilding gym.
Are yc i
ah'.e of being very
gregarious? 1'hen join us!
P. S.—Hats off to Philip
Zaugg who introduced that
jlusive male clement.

I—Conference on Vif-ual Education, Tuesday, July 21, 1936
University Auditorium
In cooperation with the Payne Fund Bowling Green State
University is sponsoring a conference on Radio and Visual Education on Tuesday, July 21. Superintendents, principals, and
teachers are cordially invited.
Tuesday Morning 10:00-12:00
Demonstration of silent and sound pictures and r.lides d<sirable for school use. An up-to-date sound machine which was
recently added to the University's equipment will be used in the
showing of these films.
Tuesday Afternoon 2:00 P. M.
Using the State Film Library—B. A. Auginbaugh
State Department of Education
How to Use Radio Intelligently in the School Program
B. H. Darrow, State Department of Education
Panel Discussion—
Wade O. Knight, County Supt. of Schools, Henry County
C. E. Mahaffey, Supt. Liberty Twp. Schools, Wood County
W. P. Holt, Bowling Green State University
Robert Wyandt. Graduate Student
Paul Lankenau, Graduate Student
Lester Burbidge, Graduate Student
Tuesday Evening, 8:00 P. M.
Sponsorship of the Wood County Parent Teachers Association—Mrs. Dena Hartenfeld, Chairman, Wood County Council,
presiding
Solo—Donna Rae Cameron, President, Church Street P. T. A.
Bowling Green
Teaching Radio Program Discrimination—Keith Tyler, Ohio
State University
Teaching Motion Picture Discrimination—Edgar Dale, Ohio
State University
Discussion—Mrs. M. M. Mercer, President, South Main Street,
P. T. A., Bowling Green, Leader

Consign to the swamps of
Okefinokee
The lad who chirrups "Okey
Dokva"
And rinse with all the power
that's in ya'
Despite the heat wave a fair sized crowd of sports enThe one who farewells "Aliythusiasts enjoyed themselves at the first annual summer school
sainia,"
Play-Day last Wednesday. As one might expect in view of
the weather conditions the games most popular were those such
Workers who are not seeking
as ping-pong, horseshoe, and archery that could be played in
credit for Rreat accomplishthe shade.
ments are exceedingly rare.
At least four tennis courts were busy most of the time; a
regulation softball game was played in good spirit; and even
Rumors have it that if he
the handball courts drew their share of followers. Immediately
isn't, Steve the Cop has plenty
following the close of these games a general trek toward the
of reason to be "glarin' " at
quarries and swimming pools was noticed.
these dormitory ladies.
This
Perhaps next year we can get in a huddle with "Old Sol"
winter some meany - meanies into arrange for better playing conditions as far as the weather
sisted on coming in after he
is concerned.
went off duty. So his shift was

Students Defy Heat;
Make Play Day Success

changed to include the "wee
sma' hours".
But do these
teachers this summer need this
same "hawking"?

A Muggin'
By "Hannibal"
Have you been watching the boys running through their football plays these mornings? What appears to be a forerunner
of autumn really is only the coaching class dressed appropriately
to receive their instructions in the art of totin' the pigskin. Just
an indication of the feeling that many of the students have for
the football prospects next fall, one lady was heard to ask concerning the date of the opening games. When do we buy our
tickets?
And a certain well-known professor at B. G. S. U. has been
very busy lately doing his part for another very popular pastime. He has been called upon at all hours of the day and night
to pronounce couples man and wife. There is a rumor that he
and rapid are just as thick as that. Wouldn't he be the logical
man to tie the knot in this proposed All-Campus Wedding?
With the advent of this torrid (need I remind you) weather
the quarries and swimming pools are handling their share of
the aquatic enthusiasts. According to recent reports not basebull but swimming is America's number one sport. Bee Gee
students are typical in this respect. We will welcome the proposed Social building which includes provisions for a swimming
pool to be used by the men and women on alternate days.
And for you that have been questioning—that orchestra
is now a co-op job and has selected the name of "Kollege Knights".
It will continue to play at the same place indefinitely. We are
trying to piece out a rumor to the effect that there may be change
in bands at another dance hall with the former's leader in the
head role. Nothing definite.
Here's hoping that when the boat sails carrying the U. S.
Olympic champions to Berlin, that care will be taken to include
aboard a good American sports announcer such as Bob Trout
of the CBS. Most of these foreign announcers that have ever
been short-waved to America thus far have a brogue so thick
that the events lose much of their color. America demands an
announcer with showmanship. Who cares to hear about the
lore connected with this historic course when at the same moment
our own Jesse Owens is flashing down the cinder path?
—Your Man Friday
The person who moves around
the fastest is not necessarily
doing the most work.
Many a man is poor becuusc
his credit was too good.
Headquarter* for
COLLEGE JEWELRY

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP
Spray. WHITE
SHOES white
$5 Permanent
$3.50 Permanent

$2.95
$1.95

KLEVER'S
JEWELRY STORE

FRED'S BEAUTY
SHOP

Roy Klever

304 N. Main

'-—

Everyone enjoys a tax that
somebody else pays.

II—Conference on Ohio High School Standards, Thursday, July
23, 1936—University Auditorium
In cooperation with the State Department of Education an
all-day conference of superintendents, principals, and others
interested will be held at Bowling Green State University to consider the revision of High School Standards. Dr. Rcavis and
perhaps other members of the State Department of Educati :i
will be present and present proposals for discussion. Dr. Hissong, Dean of the College of Education, Bowling Green State
University, will preside and a cordial invitation is extended to
the schoolmen of northwestern Ohio to attend the conference and
participate in the discussions. Two sessions will be held—a
forenoon session beginning at 10:00 A. M. and an afternoon
session beginning at 2:00 P. M.
H. B. Williams, Picsident

"Very well, how do you spell
What some people mean by
Two-thirds of the pupils in 'need', meaning to need bread?" congenial work is an opportunthe
nations schools attend
"Knead, of course."
ity to loaf while on the pay roll.
schools having terms
nine
"Wrong."
months or more, according to
"Wrong? Meaning to knead
the latest data on school enroll- bread, you said, didn't you?"
GET YOUR BLUE
ments gathered by the United
"Yes."
BOOK AT THE
States office of education.
"Well, its knead."
PARROT
"Not at all," you knead
Housewife
(Indignantly) : dough, but you need bread."
"Just why are you knocking at
—Wall Street Journal
my window?"
Tramp: "Well, your husRolls, Buns, and Pastries
for picnics
band's out there mowing the
THE
lawn, and he says that you obSANITARY
COLLEGE STORE
ject to handing money out at
University
Supplies
BAKERY
the door."
Phone 4204
SODAS - - SUNDAES
C. S. Monitor

J. J. CURRY

HARMS'
Ice Cream Co.

OPTOMETRIST
116 E. Court

IRELAND'S
RESTAURANT
For good food at
reasonable prices

Bicycle

Tires

.

Parti

Accrue

P. L. BINKLEY
242 South Main Street

Phone 41
503 Buttonwood

!THE CLA-ZEL
WED. - -THURS. -- FRI.
July 15-16-17
RICHARD DIX in

"SPECIAL
INVESTIGATOR"

GIBSON'S HOME
RESTAURANT
25c LUNCH SERVED
DAILY
Real Home Made Chili 10c
4

IDEAL DRY
CLEANERS
We save you money on
press jobs
"Beefy" Bortel, Prop.

Place your orders
now
for college jewelry

Change to Sunoco gas and
oil now for hot summer
driving.

SUN. - MON. July 19-20
GRACE MOORE in

N. S. Crosby

SUNOCO STATION!

"THE KING
STEPS OUT"

JEWELER

Cor. Washington - S. Main

169 N. Main St.

J

